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(Exploring dyslexia from A to Z)

Sorry,
I am an image thinker
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ABcdefghijklmnopq
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defghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyzABcdefghijk
lmnopqrstuvwxyzAB
cdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyzABcdefghij
klmnopqrstuvwxyzA
Bcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyzABcdefghi
jklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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tuvwxyzABcdefghij
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Bcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyzABcdefghi
jklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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REASEARCH QUESTION

If dyslexia would be considered as
a different intelligence, would
dyslexic writing be accepted as
a different kind of expression?
Moreover

how

could

the

world

benefit from the hidden potential
of the dyslexic brain?

NOTE
for the reader

This Thesis can be read from A to
Z, from Z to A, or in whatever
alphabet order of your invention.
It can also be leafed through
without reading.
This

is

a

thesis

for

image

thinkers, so pictures are more
important than letters.
In this Alphabet Book “A” is not
for Apple but for each letter you
will find an object that matches
in

SOUND

and

SHAPE

the

given

letter. (eg. F for Flag)
Texts

are

written

in

“innate

spelling” so not following the
English writing roles but rather
the phonetic ones.

colours explained
in chapter F

chapters with
related topics

A

A

Aa
Ei for AEreoplane tail
noun
1. The end part of a powered flying vehicle
with fixed wings and a weight greater than that
of the air it displaces.

A

A for
ALPHABET

F

O

V

A

The Alphabet is what is at
the basis of our writing
system. The name comes from
the Phoenician Aleph (cow)
and Beth (house). How the
alphabet is made not just
determines how we write but
also how our brain shapes
and evolves to read and
write.
In the world we can find
different kinds of writing
systems:

家
Chinese
pictographic,
each
character is
a complete
grammatical
word.

ホーム
Japanese
syllabic.

HOUSE

HEBREW
phonemebased,
consists
mainly on
consonants.
Vowels are
just noted
in written
religious
texts to
avoid
ambiguity.

ARAB
phoneme-based,
consists only
on consonants.

LATin Alphabet
phonemebased,
used almost
everywhere
in Europe.

Dyslexics are not against the
alphabet as a system, they
just like to re-appropriate
it in a more innate (phonetic)
way.
Furthermore
images
are
considered as a nobler source
of information than written
texts in the same way that in
the Ancient Egypt
demotic
(a simplified form of the
hieroglyphs) was thought a
less noble form of writing
for common people.

INDI
phonemebased,
you wright
through
consonants
and
vowels.

B

B

B

Bb
BI for Baubles
noun
1. A sphere formed from soapy water.
2. A small, showy trinket or decoration,
especially (Brit.) a light, brightly coloured
sphere hung on a Christmas tree.
3. Something beautiful but transient or
illusory.

B

B for
BRAIN PROCESSING

K

X

P

B

BROCA’s areas
these areas are responsible for
the whole word processing in
dyslexic individuals

DYSLEXIC
Oct. 4, 1999 |
Social Science - Health and Medicine
“Dyslexic children use nearly five times the brain area”

D

D

D

Dd
Di for diamond
noun
1. A precious stone consisting of a clear and
colourless crystalline form of pure carbon, the
hardest naturally occurring substance: a diamond ring.

D

D for

Y
DEFINITIONS of dIslexia

G

E

P

Since there is no agreement on one
single definition of dyslexia I decided
to extrapolate all the elements with a
common correspondence and use them in a
new way that reconsiders dyslexia as an
ability.

is a neurologically-based brain
ability to process information
in a different way that enables
innovative thought and perception.
It is a learning opportunity and
it is characterised by a visual
and experiential learning style
that involves all 5 senses with
exclusion of the written language.

ORIGIN late 19th cent.: coined in German
from
dys-‘difficult’
+
Greek
lexis
‘speech’ (apparently by confusion of Greek
‘legein’ ‘to speak’ and Latin ‘legere’
‘to read’).

D

F

F

F

Ff
EF for Flag
noun
1. A piece of cloth or similar, typically
oblong or square, attachable by one edge to a
pole or rope and used as the symbol or emblem
of a country or institution or as a decoration
during public festivities: the American flag.
2. A small piece of cloth attached at one edge
to a pole and used as a marker or signal in
various sports: the flag’s up.

F

F for
FHonemes

V

H

M

F

C,G,K,J,
TH,D,T

E,U
A,I

O

The phonemes are sounds we can reproduce
with different position of our mouth. In the
English language we can find 40 phonemes but
only 26 letters symbols to represent them.
Wie babys sprechen lernen
- Anna Klott NZZ am Sontag December 2007

rest position

P,B,M

F,V,W
L,N

According to how we pronounce
the letters they are classified in:

R,S,Z

vowels
glottal and dental
labial
alveolar

M

M

Mm
EM for Mountains
noun
1. A large natural elevation of the earth’s
surface rising abruptly from the surrounding
level; a large steep hill: we set off down the
mountain | they sought refuge in the mountains
| [ as modifier ] : a mountain peak.
2. (A mountain/mountains of) a large pile or
quantity of something: a mountain of paperwork.

M for
MAster of words

W

N

L

M

Poets are considered masters of words and
language that is why they are allowed to
re-write and spell their own words and
sentences under the protection of the
“poetic license”.
On the other hand if anybody else writes
something in a non-conventional way he
will be labeled as poor speller: stupid,
without a good education and from a poor
social status.
Form is considered as very important in
written communication. But who decides
that coMMunication is written with
two “M”s and not with one? Is it the
pronunciation? But then...

Just compare HearT, BearD, and HearD,
dieS and dieT, Lord and Word,
swOrd and swArd, REtain and BRItain.
(mind the latter, how it’s written.)
Now I surely will not plague you
with such words as PLAQue and Ague.
But be careful how you speak:
Say BReak and STeak, but BLeak and STReak;
CLoven, oven, How and Low,
Script, receipt, show, PoeM, and Toe.
extract from “The Chaos” by G. Nolst Trenite,
a.k.a. Charivarius (1870-1946).

So it does not depend on pronunciation,
but still it remains in our common
understanding that there is just one
correct spelling for each single world;
this is also a reflection of a society
and culture where we are not allowed to
commit mistakes and where there is only ONE
correct answer.
Some could argue that correct spelling
is important for a clear and transparent
coMMunication; even if I respect this
opinion I want to underline that it is
actually just a matter of training; like
in a foreign language your mind has to get
used to the new spelling and to the new
words.
Others could suggest that correct spelling
can underline the right context and the

historical origin of the word. Maybe, but
Language is evolving so fast that what
was considered correct in the past is not
understood nowadays!
‘… And after whan ye han examined youre conseil,
as Ihan said beforne, and knowen wel that ye moun
performe youre emprise, conferme it than sadly til
it be at an ende.’ Can one now address the public
in the language of the fourteenth century? It is
most unlikely that the public would understand.
by Bruno Munari, “Design as Art.”

On the other side it’s true that in the
STANDARDIZED WORLD we are living in we are
looking for rules and conventions to keep
everything under controll.
This is also evident in our job design.
- Thirty years ago, if you were a social
worker or policeman and had the typical
dyslexic talents of verbal communication
and gift of the gab, you would have
excelled because 90% of your time was
spend helping people and listening to
them. Now our worlds of work require these
professionals to spend 50% of their time
documenting. So we’ve changed the job to
require people to be homogenously able in
all areas of delivery. Who said we need to
be equally able at everything? When did we
start being assessed on every scale and
feeling unworthy if we weren’t doing okay
on everything?
- from www.geniuswithin.co.uk
So what if we would have a license
for INNATE writing, without any rule
boundaries? Free as it comes from our
belly, just writing for the seek of
coMunicating what we whant to say in the
way we think of it. To read it you would
simply need to switch of your error allarm
and let the words flow under your ayes, the
sound in yor ears...
This is the dyslexic innate spelling
license.

M

R

R

Rr
AR for rope
noun
1 A length of thick strong cord made by
twisting together strands of hemp, sisal,
nylon, or similar material. there was no way
down, even with a rope. [ mass noun ] : coils
of rope.

R

r for
READING

R

F

B

J

Similar to speech where the hearer
must extract phonemes from many
voices, in reading we extract
graphemes from samples of different
handwritings.

elephant

Learning to read means first to
establish connections between the
internal images of letters, words
and sounds. After learning the
alphabet code, the work is not
completed yet, another phase of
learning has to happen. We have to
set up an inner lexicon of written
word forms. In English, the lexicon
is huge, because many spellings are
unique.
This
is
a
slow
			process
for
		dyslexic
who
					
finds
			precisely
this
						type
			of
					learning
		very
					hard.

Ther ar lengueges, lik Italian,
wer th spoken lengueg and th
written languag ar veri clos, this
facilitat lerning for dyslexic.

R

Fox invited stork dinner. He prepared tasty
soup served tow flat plates. “Let us begin,”
said fox he soon finished drinking soup.
Stork could not sip soup but simply sniffed
smell only. He said himself, “I must teach
lesson fox very shortly.”
Another day, stork invited fox dinner. He
prepared delicious soup served jug with
narrow neck. Fox tried taste could not do so.
Because narrow neck, fox failed taste soup.
stork sipped ease. Fox realised he was paid
his mischief.

R

R

The effort you have to put in reading this text is the same
effort a dyslexic child puts in reading a normal text: you are so
concentrated on deciphering the words that you can not understand
the content.

When you read “sleep”, you can picture what your parents or someone
else looks like when they are sleeping. But when you get to picture-less words like “the”, “a”, “an”, “can’t”, “was”, “were”, “is”,
“what” etc. then your brain gets confused. There’s no picture to
associate with that word. Dyslexics tend to skip over them completely, or put a new word in to replace them because those words have
little meaning to them.

Once a fox inviteb a stork to a binner. He
qreqareb a tasty soud anb serveb it in tow
flat qlates. “Let us degin,” saib the fox anb
he soon finisheb brinking the souq. The stork
coulb not siq the souq but simqly sniffeb its
smell only. He saib to himself, “I must teach
a lesson to this fox very shortly.”
Another bay, the stork inviteb the fox to a
binner. He qreqareb a belicious souq anb
serveb it in a jug with a narrow neck. The
fox trieb to taste it dut coulb not bo so.
Because of its narrow neck, the fox faileb to
taste the souq. But the stork siqqeb it with
ease. The fox realiseb that he was paib for
his mischief.

R

R

p ,q ,d ,b
:snoitcerid tnereffid ni derorrim epahs emas
.rehto eht morf eno hsiugnitsid ton dluoc uoy d3 ni nees
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EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI
EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU
VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI
IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN
OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU
EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC
AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR
ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI
BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL
EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI
DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE
EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU
PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX
UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI
GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR
ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI
BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL
EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI
DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE
EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU
PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX
UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC
AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU

EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI
EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU
VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI
IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN
OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU
EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC
AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR
ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI
BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL
EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI
DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE
EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU
PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX
UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI
GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU AR
ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI
BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL
EM EN OU PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI
DABLIU EX UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE
EF GI EIC AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU
PI CHIU AR ES TI IU VI DABLIU EX
UAI ZED EI BI SI DI IE EF GI EIC
AI GEI KEI EL EM EN OU PI CHIU
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